NINJA

The Attack of the Battle Robot

Cookie

story by Lucas Dew
pictures by Paul Winsta

cookie co.
Ninja cookie last time... Oh, cookie monster... Elmo, were in big trouble.


You saved me...

Ouch.

Karate chop-awukapow! Ninja cookie, I captured Elmo.

Elmo no like you! Elmo not happy.

Your not supposed to be happy.

Take him to jail. Prison guard.
Meanwhile somewhere...  
Bu woo ha ha ha ha!

I will have revenge on my brother...  
For I am...

Einstein cookie!

To be continued...  
Instantly...

Send in the cookie bots.

Stomp, stomp, stomp, stomp.
Mean while...
Beep! Beep! Beep!
Oh No!

Who are you?
Cookie bots

Flame! ?!

POW

BOOF

Casplat!

BANG

POOF

BANG
OW That hurt!

Wow. We broke a hole in the page.

It's pulling us in!!!

Eek!

AARRRGGH
WOW.

Everything is white.

The hole is gone.

Where are we?

We are definitely not in cookie land.

Umop apisch what?

cheese

To be continued... not instantly this time
Rainbow Yoda Cookie

The cookie will be with you.

Random Yoda Rainbow Cookie

May the cookie be with you too!
cake by Lucas' Mum.

by Nina Dew

3000

30000
cookie co. proudly presents...
The **Cookie Kart**!

---

Weeee!

---

Map

10c for 1 ride!
The Invisible Poking Stick!!!

Poke someone from a distance and no-one will know.

Only $5! Available in 5 colours: red, green, blue, yellow, orange.

Buy one now!
CHEESE!